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Charles Hurst Ferrari are delighted to showcase this beautiful
812 Superfast. Originally supplied by us, this car was carefully
configured in the atelier suite at the factory in Maranello.
Finished in Rosso Scuderia, our red of choice, this car is a head-
turner. The colour complements its fluid yet muscular contours,
ensuring it looks as dynamic as its performance feels. Carbon
fibre exterior options add the sporty, yet luxurious feel to the
car. These include front spoiler, front air intake, under-door
trims, lower rear bumper trims and centre caps. The 20” forged
racing wheels finished in black complete the whole look of this
car. Come inside the car and the list of carbon fibre continues,
from the exterior sill plates that you step across to enter the
cabin, right through to the carbon fibre driver zone, including the
dashboard inserts and steering wheel which house the LED shift
lights. The carbon fibre racing seats finished in black leather
have contrasting red details which continue around the cockpit,
dashboard and on the steering wheel. To round up a detailed
specification the car comes with suspension lift in conjunction
with adaptive frontlight system. This 812 Superfast has been
rigorously maintained under the stringent standards of the
Ferrari Approved program. . UK Nationwide Delivery is available
via covered transport if required. If you wish to find out more
detail on this 812 Superfast or would like a video walk-round
presentation, please contact our Sales Team on 028 90385755

Vehicle Features

20" Forged matt black racing wheels, Adaptive Frontlight System
with SBL function, Air Conditioning, Alarm, Alloy Wheels, Anti
stone chipping protective flim, Auto lights, Black ceramic
exhaust tailpipes, Bluetooth Connection, Carbon fibre central

Ferrari <Undefined> 812 SUPERFAST 2Dr Auto
| 2019
AN ATELIER SPECIFICATION CAR

Miles: 11469
Fuel Type: Petrol
Transmission: Automatic
Colour: Red
Body Style: Coupe
Reg: BF19KZD

£224,999 
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bridge, Carbon fibre dashboard inserts, Carbon fibre for driving
zone and LEDs, Carbon fibre front spoiler, Carbon fibre rear
diffuser, Carpets - Nero, Front and rear parking cameras, Front
and rear suspension lift system, Giallo modena brake calipers,
Parking Sensors, Scuderia Ferrari shields on fenders
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